WCMRS Project Overview

In January, 2011, the Arizona Department of Economic Security (ADES) signed an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with America’s Job Link Alliance (AJLA) and became the 24th member. America’s Job Link Alliance is a consortium of state workforce agencies and program operators. The Alliance was formed in 2001 with the goal of designing an affordable web-based information management system to support the operation of one-stop workforce development centers. Through collaboration, member states reduced the cost and risks of developing software to meet the challenges posed by the passage of the Workforce Investment Act (WIA).

The Employment Administration (EA) began the conversion from the Virtual One-Stop (VOS) system to America’s Job Link (AJL) by holding Joint Application Design (JAD) sessions in January 2011.

AJL Systems – JobLink and ServiceLink

AJL’s JobLink and ServiceLink applications are two of the premier products that will be utilized by the case managers/trackers (staff). JobLink is a job matching and workplace information service for employers and jobseekers that allows jobseekers to establish a self-service Internet account to manage their job search or receive assistance from professional staff in finding a job that matches their experience, interest and education.

It also offers State Civil Service Job Listings, State Labor Market and Career Information and determines jobseeker eligibility for state-funded assistance programs.

ServiceLink is a web-based One-Stop client management application that tracks caseloads and report information required under WIA, Welfare-to-Work, North America Federal Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) program, and other Federal programs for case managers.

Currently, the WCMRS project team is working with AJL–Technical Support to complete the testing of the converted data, define the functional and business cycle test scripts, and complete training course curricula. It is taking a team of about 30 technical and non-technical professionals to complete all of the required tasks.

Training will begin in November 2011 and implementation is expected to be completed in January–February 2012.

Continue on Page 2 – JobLink and ServiceLink
JobLink and ServiceLink from Page 1

ServiceLink eases the load for case managers by providing a tool to manage and monitor caseloads, assess employment barriers, establish training and employment plans, search for service providers, WIA certified training providers and programs, and track job placements. This information is then used to generate the required reports for these federal programs. Future enhancements to ServiceLink include a full spectrum of labor exchange tools needed to effectively manage workforce development activities and meet the needs of employers, jobseekers and service providers.

More About AJL’s Links

America’s Job Link provides job seekers, employers, and workforce development professionals with tremendous flexibility and capacity for accessing, tracking, and reporting services (self-directed, staff-facilitated, and staff-assisted), creating services for participants, and managing case workloads. America’s Job Link is delivered with multiple components providing states with numerous options during system implementation such as:

- FiscalLink – A full service WIA, Welfare to Work, and TAA fiscal management module that will roll up local area budgets, obligations, and expenditures into a state level management system. Functions available to TAA case managers include creating budgets, Budget Program Obligations, Process Vendor and Participant Payments, Participant Financial Management, and Vendor Financials. Local WIA case managers/trackers will be able to track client budgets in AJL. Selected WIA and TAA staff will be trained on FiscalLink.

In early March 2011 EA held a “name the new URL link that will replace VOS” contest. The winner of the contest was Crystal Cook a PSE in our Lake Havasu office. Crystal suggested the name AZJobConnection.gov. Congratulations Crystal.

DILBERT by Scott Adams – April 29, 2010
AJL/WCMRS Training
By EASU Training Unit

On August 25th and 26th, 2010 the Employment Administration Support Unit – EAUS (formally known as the Program, Policy, and Operational Support Unit) welcomed 20 volunteers to a Joint Application Design (JAD) session designed to assess their VOS skills.

In preparation for this event, the EASU Training Section developed a comprehensive testing process to ensure skill levels could be properly assessed. Testing included an analysis of all learning objectives associated with each VOS course, development of testing questions, scenarios, evaluation procedures and logistics. Four key attributes were used: preparedness, verbal communication skills, non-verbal communication skills, and presentation skills.

Eleven of the 20 volunteers expressed an interest in becoming adjunct trainers. To assess their presentation skills, each of these volunteers made a short introductory VOS module presentation. The assessed results were presented to the volunteers. The EASU Training Unit was excited to meet and work with the volunteers and would like to thank them for their participation and support in this important event.

The EASU Training Section is continuing to create training material and identify training locations to train internal and external stakeholders. This process requires quite a bit of coordination and has been in the works for several months. Training will be provided to: case managers/trackers (staff), supervisors/managers, State Directors, Admin staff, EA Help Desk staff, EA/Unemployment Insurance Administration Data Security, and external stakeholders statewide.

Security Awareness CBTs – Recertification
By EA/UIA Data Security

Those of us who work with, or for DES have access to an incredible amount of confidential data – regarding clients, employers, vendors, employees, among other sources. It is our responsibility to protect this confidential data and keep it safe. For this reason, everyone who has access to DES data or systems must complete the Initial Security Awareness Computer Based Training – CBT. On an annual basis, we also take the Recertification CBT. This requirement applies to everyone, whether they actually login to one or more DES systems, or they come into contact with confidential DES data through another method.

These CBTs explain what data needs to be protected, and how to protect it.

DES employees take these Security Awareness CBTs through YES, “Your Employee Services”. Non DES employees take the CBTs through a system called ERMA – “Event Registration and Management Application.

It takes approximately 1 – 1½ hours to complete the Initial Security Training CBT, and about 30 minutes to take the Annual Recertification CBT. Shortly after completing the CBT, you will be able to look at your Training Record to see if you passed this CBT.
More AJL Links from page 2

ReportLink – ReportLink combines the Data Analysis and Reporting Tool (DART), data management and reporting capabilities with the nearly limitless data capacity of MS–SQL. DART is the only non-DOL reporting solution certified by United States Department of Labor (USDOL) Employment & Training Administration (ETA) to produce verified and validated reports for Wagner–Peyser Labor Exchange. DART generates all federal and state reports directly from the Personal Computer. A simple runtime procedure is all it takes to meet reporting requirements for the ETA–9002 A, B, C, D, and E; VETS 200 A, B, and C; Migrant Indicators of Compliance; WIA Quarterly Report (ETA 9090); and WIA Annual Report (ETA 9091). When DART produces reports, output files are created to import into DRVS for WIA and LE data validation, and for WIA report validation. DART also produces the EBSS upload file. In addition, DART can print reports to paper, as PDF files, or as text files.

ProviderLink – Consists of WIA Eligible Training Provider List, State–Level Youth Services Provider List and Provider Performance Reports. Case managers will have access to this link on an as needed basis.

Remember:

- Never share your password with anyone.
- Lock your workstation every time you walk away.
- Logoff your Mainframe sessions when you finish your work or take a break.
- Restart your computer at the end of every day.
- Shutdown your computer on the last workday of each week.
- Keep all items with confidential data locked safely away from others.

EA/UIA Data Security
Use It or Lose It
By EA/UIA Data Security

“If you don’t use it, you will lose it.” This old saying now applies to your access to DES systems more than ever.

In early days, when an employee was hired, he was given access to the system(s) he would need to do his job. This could have included VOS, JAS, FMCS, GUIDE, TEAM, or other systems. The access was kept in place for years, regardless of how often the employee used it – or didn’t use it.

Current DES policy requires that access to DES systems not used for 45 days be deleted.
So – use it or lose it!

If you have access to the DES Mainframe – such as CICS3 or TSO, be sure to logon at least once every 45 days to avoid having your Logon ID deleted. This principle applies to your other system access, too, including VOS, AIRSNet, Outlook, Fobs, GUIDE, JAS, TEAM, etc.

The whole concept of deleting system access that is not used is another of the many steps we take to protect the data, and to protect systems from misuse or possible fraudulent use.

The exception to the 45-day nonuse requirement is for employees on extended Approved Leave. If the appropriate Data Security Unit is notified of the Approved Leave, the access can be disabled, without being deleted, for up to 180 days. When the employee returns to work, it’s a simple matter to enable the access.

WCMRS Newsletter Contact Information:

Employment Administration
1789 W. Jefferson
Phoenix, AZ 85007

E-Mail:
+WCMRS Info

Have a comment or question?
Have a suggestion for an article?
Need more information?
Send us an e-mail; we would love to hear from you.

Five Steps to Accept Change

1. Anticipate change
2. View change as an opportunity for growth
3. Recognize that learning to accept change doesn’t happen all at once
4. Be flexible
5. Accept the change
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Happy 2nd Birthday AJC!!!

Arizona to Kansas Hosting

We want to share some exciting news about the Arizona Job Connection (AJC) application. In the near future, America's Job Link Alliance (AJLA) will be hosting the AJC application. What does this mean for Arizona? It means that we will have the latest releases and that all releases will be uploaded by AJLA in 6 month increments. All mandatory changes to Department of Labor (DOL) reporting will be available more readily enhancing Arizona's ability to accurately and timely provide federal reports to DOL. This also means any system issues can be corrected without delay by the staff that created and added the enhancements to the AJC application.

Kudos to Field Staff

A big “THANK YOU” to the Ajo Offices in Pima County, in the November Customer Satisfaction surveys customers commended the staff in these offices for their support and comprehension of the customers’ needs and situation. Your insight is very much appreciated.

From the Employers

Thank you, Debbie Chavez for being great to work with and your assistance.
Thank you, Kim Rodriguez and Linda Martinez for being very knowledgeable and providing a great pool of candidates.

Your helping hand is DES’s legacy!
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EA Data Security Directives

The following points are to assist staff with maintaining a strong data security posture:

Security Awareness Training: Staff should be attentive and follow all of the requirements contained in both the initial and annual Recertification Security Awareness Training. These courses contain an overview and specific requirements from various DES Security Policies. Initial training is required within 21 days of new hire; recertification is required annually in January.

J-125 Access Request forms: This is the basic form used for all new, change and delete access requests. This form is the only way to request new user access, user access changes, and user access deletions. It is also the document provided to auditors when authorization and authentication of access provided is requested in an audit. Consistent use of this form is essential not only for new and additional access, but also for the timely deletion of access that is no longer needed. Also required as a part of the initial access request is the J-129 User Affirmation form.
When Calling to Report an AJC System Issue

Please have the following information available:

- Who is having the problem
- Where they are physically located
- User-id and Station Desk (Participant ID or Employer ID, if applicable)
- Brief description of the error
- Exact steps taken to create the error, starting with the goal that was not satisfied
- Error number, if applicable
- URL of the page where the error occurred

EA LAN Directives

The following points are to assist staff with LAN support service requests:

It is imperative that each computer be left on Monday through Thursday and rebooted at the end of the day (Start > Shut Down > Restart) and completely shut down on Friday (Start > Shut Down). This is in order for all computers to receive the ongoing Microsoft Windows Updates, McAfee software updates and third-party software updates (such as Java and all applicable Adobe products).

Because of the DES Policy for 45 day non-use accounts, it is strongly suggested that all staff logon to all computers (especially laptops and Resource Room systems) at least twice per month. This will ensure these systems are not removed from Active Directory, and thereby needing an EA LAN Technician’s remote support to reconnect the computer to the domain.

EA LAN Directives Continued

Upon being notified that the employee is departing DES, the Supervisor/Manager submits the J-125 for approval, identifying the last date of access for the employee, and upon approval, routes it to +EA Security. This email should also copy “EA LAN Unit to provide a “heads–up” that an employee is leaving. EA Security will then submit a Service Desk ticket along with the attached J-125 to DTS to have the employee’s DES network account disabled. EA Security will then send an email to “EA LAN Unit, which will create two separate processes:

1. An EA LAN Technician will immediately re-enable the account and change the password. This will allow them to archive all existing email from the employees Exchange mailbox. They will also move the employee’s former home directory to the “XEmployees” directory and provide the Supervisor or Manager the rights to access this file. The EA LAN Technician will forward the original email with the J-125 to the Supervisor or Manager and let them know where the files can be found and provide support should they need assistance in accessing the files or connecting to the archived email.

2. The EA LAN Inventory Coordinator will need to ensure all assigned equipment (i.e., cell phones, ergonomic equipment, wireless equipment, laptops, accessories, etc.) is received from them prior to their departure and will identify a list of items, if any, to be collected from the employee prior to their departure. The EA LAN Inventory Coordinator will work with the Supervisor or Manager to determine if any equipment needs to be returned to EA LAN or remain onsite for future employees.

Please take a moment and test our new EA LAN Technician Survey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/EA-LAN-Technician-Customer-Satisfaction-Survey
One—hundred years ago this month, Henry Ford announced that he would more than double the wages of many of the workers at his Model T assembly plant in Dearborn, Mich. On Jan. 5, 1914, Ford said he would begin paying them $5 per day. His primary purpose in paying a significant minimum wage was to reduce worker turnover; however, he also reduced the workday from nine to eight hours and was able to run three shifts instead of two, thereby increasing output. This increased efficiency allowed Ford to produce inexpensive cars in volume, and he found new customers in his employees who could now afford to buy them. Also, people flocked to Michigan from all over the world seeking a chance to work for Ford. A century ago, Ford intuited what academic research has concluded in more recent years: that minimum wage increases have little to no negative effect on employment, reduce employee turnover, increase productivity and stimulate economic growth as low-wage workers have more money to spend. As Ford said, "Countrywide high wages spell countrywide prosperity." While not as strong in its buying power as $5 per day was in 1914, the current federal minimum wage is what many American workers rely on. And with its buying power slipping greatly since it was last raised more than four years ago, President Obama is urging Congress to increase it, so that "We reward an honest day's work with honest wages."

• Learn About Ford's Plan

On January 1, 2014 Arizona's minimum wage increased from $7.80 to $7.90. To find additional information on Arizona’s Minimum Wage please visit the following website: http://www.dol.gov/minwage/
AJC FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

2013’s 3rd Quarter FAQ’s

Q = Question/issue
A = Answer

Q: HOW TO ASSIST A CLIENT WITH THEIR USERNAME AND PASSWORD RESET?
A: From the Staff AJC home page (left side), select CLIENT and then USER LOOKUP.
   • Enter the SSN, Last & First Name or Part ID.
   • Click on the SEARCH button.
   • Click on USERNAME and the client’s information will display:
     o Username, Security Question and Hint answer.
     The Case Manager can then provide the client with their username and assist them in resetting their password.

Q: WHEN CLICKING ON THE DEMOGRAPHICS LINK THE CLIENT’S PLUS ACCOUNT PAGE APPEARS
A: This occurs because the client did not fully complete their PLUS account. Once the client completes their PLUS account staff will be able to access the Demographics page. If the client does not know their username and password, please follow the guidelines in the Q and A above.

Q: WHEN CLIENT TRIES TO REGISTER FOR THE FIRST TIME AND RECEIVES AN EDIT MESSAGE THAT SAYS: ‘OUR RECORDS INDICATE THAT AN ACCOUNT HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED FOR YOU IN AZ JOB CONNECTION. PLEASE CONTACT US AT 602-542-2460 FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS OR ASSISTANCE IN ACCESSING YOUR EXISTING ACCOUNT’.
A: This occurs because the client already has an account. Although the message states to call the Helpdesk this does not mean staff are unable to help the client. Please follow the guidelines in the first Q and A above.

Q: HOW DOES STAFF RESET THEIR PASSWORD?
A: On the home page, click “Forgot your password?” Type in your username and click Continue. The default answer to the security question is usually the city you work in and your last name, i.e. PhoenixSmith.

12 Things Happy People Do Differently

1. Express Gratitude: When you appreciate what you have, what you have appreciates in value. If we aren’t thankful for what we already have, we will have a hard time ever being happy.
2. Cultivate Optimism: People who think optimistically see the world as a place packed with endless opportunities, especially in trying times.
3. Avoid over-thinking and social comparison: Comparing yourself to someone else can be poisonous. The only person you should compare to yourself is yourself before now.
4. Practice acts of kindness: Selflessly helping someone is a super powerful way to feel good inside.
5. Nurture social relationships: The happiest people on the planet are the ones who have deep, meaningful relationships.
6. Develop strategies for coping: It helps to have healthy strategies for coping pre-rehearsed, on-call, and in your arsenal at your disposal (like an affirmation).
7. Learn to forgive: Harboring feelings of hatred is horrible for your wellbeing.
8. Increase flow experiences: Flow is a state in which it feels like time stands still. It’s when you’re so focused on what you’re doing that you become one with the task. Nothing is distracting you or competing for your focus.
9. Savor life’s joys: Deep happiness cannot exist without slowing down to enjoy the joy.
10. Commit to your goals: Magical things start happening when we commit ourselves to doing whatever it takes to get somewhere.
11. Practice spirituality: When we practice spirituality or religion, we recognize that life is bigger than us. We surrender the silly idea that we are the mightiest thing ever.
12. Take care of your body: Taking care of your body is crucial to being the happiest person you can be.
AJCs Move to Kansas Update

The transition to Kansas was completely and utterly successful! As you know, we are now officially hosted in Kansas with America’s Job Link Alliance (AJLA). Employment Administration (EA) would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the wonderful team behind this success, IT Sections, Workforce Development Unit (WDU) Management Analysts. Our Analysts pulled a seven day work week to ensure that “Go Live” was successful and did a great job of it. Thank you WDU for your diligence and up-holding DES’s Mission & Goals! Don’t miss the AJC Enhancements 13.0 attachment with this newsletter!

To learn more about DES’s Vision please visit DES internet website by clicking the following link. About DES

AJC Tutorials

What better way to learn how to navigate an application if not directly from the source! As a way to support Arizona staff, EA requested America’s Job Link Alliance – Technical Support (AJLA-TS) to add the Tutorials to AJC as a link. As always, AJLA-TS were more than happy to accommodate us. With the rollout version of 12.6, the Tutorials became available to all staff with access to AJC.

Once you log into your account, click on Training Resources located on the left of your screen. Links to access the User Guides and Quick Start Guides (QSGs) from Kansas are displayed. The User Guides were created just for you to utilize your account efficiently. Should you need a refresher or to stay in-the-know of a current change, all you have to do is scan for the needed user guide, click and load.

QSGs range from “Creating a Resume” to “Entering Job Referral Outcomes”. The only drawback is that our clients do not have access to the QSGs but should a case manager have a job seeker at their desk and the case manager wants to show the jobseeker a QSG, the case manager can do so. The QSGs are formatted in PowerPoint with audio dictation and it takes about a minute to load them.

Resume Builder

Resume Builder is one of our most important tools in AJC for Job Seekers and Employers alike. Most Jobseekers will more than likely have experience in multiple fields of work and Job Seekers usually tailor their resumes to reflect this. To boost the amount of job matches in AJC, job seekers will need to shift away from submitting these types of resumes.

Resume builder can do this by first creating an objective statement based on the job title entered. As this is not some of our clients’ forte, resume builder lists objective statements that are editable. Once the objective statement has been selected, job seekers are led to pick up to five qualifications that best describes their job title (a template of statements are listed).

WIA Update

EA’s WIA Section will be holding WIA MIS Webinar’s. The Webinars will be held quarterly and is presently in the planning phase. A draft outline has been developed and so far WIA has listed Error Reports, Core Service discussions, and AJC Enhancements/Issues. More information is soon to come, so be on the lookout.

“AJLA–TS maintains an extensive library of user documentation. Our Quick Start Guides provide step-by-step instructions for the functions most frequently used by workforce center staff, and are designed to get new users up and running quickly. The AJLA User Guides cover the full functionality of all our products, providing detailed guidance for each screen and field.” - AJLA-TS
Staff Development

Five Elements of Effective Communication

1. Approach – timing, tone, point of view
2. Development – organization and evidence
3. Clarity – presentation of proposal
4. Style – Word choice and tone
5. Correctness – Rules & conventions

Visit the following website for the Five Elements Checklist and more details.

Elements of Communication

One of the things my manager loves to bring to a staff meeting are elements of staff development. So every month one staff member is picked to bring a subject for coworker growth. Everybody loves it and adds morale to our meetings.

Verbal Communication Skills

- Active Listening
- Direct, self-confident expression
- Body Language
- Anger – expressing it and receiving it
- Dialogue – what it means and how to do it
- Summary/self-review
- Reading & Resources

Please take a moment to read and study the verbal communication skills by using the following link.

Verbal Communication

Resume Builder Cont.

The job seeker will then add work experience and then select an occupation code. Job seekers may have a hard time with this portion and this, possibly, is where the job match disconnect comes in. A few tries may be needed to generate the correct occupation code, but a good match is what employers are looking for. Job seekers are then led to select from lists (based on the job title entered) of talents, tools & technologies, and work activities. They will then finish up with education, accomplishments, military service (if applicable), references, and completing an advanced search using the occupation associated with the resume.

Encourage! Encourage! Please urge our job seekers to update their resumes and browse job postings. Let’s get our employers excited to post jobs in AJC again!

Social Media Mobile Application

Clients can now share job listings via social media. Click on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and LinkedIn to share a job with family and friends. To access the Social Sharing Links please go to; Search Jobs> Select Search Option> Select Search Criteria> Select a Job> then post the job if desired.

SPAM ALERT

ALERT!!! We have been notified that users have received e-mails for employment opportunities that are not legitimate. Non legitimate contacts can include work from home opportunities or attempts to have you cash a check. Employers do not interview by Instant Messaging (IM). We encourage you to research the employer and ask for verification of the person who contacts you about the employment opportunity. If you suspect that you have been contacted by one of these potentially fraudulent employers, please notify us immediately at the following e-mail: EAHelpDesk@azdes.gov
Hot Topics

Minimum Wage in Arizona - In 2006 Arizonans voted to authorize the Industrial Commission of Arizona to enforce and implement Raise the Minimum Wage for Working Arizonians Act, where A.R.S 23-363(B) directs the minimum wage to be increased on January 1st of 2008 and on January 1st of successive years by the increase in the cost of living. The increase in the cost of living will be measured by the percentage increase from previous August to August of the preceding year. This was Arizona’s way to insure that the minimum wage would remain fair. But, is it enough? Let’s take a look at what Arizona’s cost of living is estimated to be:

A tool called the Living Wage Calculator was developed by Dr. Amy K. Glasmeier and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as part of the Living Wage Project. The Living Wage Calculator compares living wage, the hourly rate an individual must earn to support their family, state minimum wage (which is the same for all individuals), and poverty rate. Graphs are also displayed to help us understand how the living wage was calculated by using typical expenses (what individual expenses went into the living wage estimate) and the typical hourly rates for various professions. A single adult will need to make $9.20 an hour to sustain monthly expenses of food, medical, housing, transportation and other (essentials). Based upon the calculator, Arizona is $2.30 off the mark.

Will raising the rate truly work for Arizona? Arizona already has the statutory language built in the 2006 Arizona Minimum Wage Act, which ensures an increase every January 1st using the cost of living formula. Will businesses offset the cost increase by making cuts? Are minimum wage jobs truly only a temp job for the young and college students? Should raising the minimum wage be issued as an Executive Order? These are the questions we will need to ask ourselves when planning our futures and those of our children.

Quarterly Kudos

From our Job Seekers:
- To the Miami/Globe office; can’t say enough great things about this office.
- David Blyth, you were praised for your prompt responses, and helpfulness (Kingman Office).
- Yolanda Rodriguez, thank you for going above and beyond in your duties (51st Ave Office).

From our Employers:
- Thanks to the staff at the Bullhead City location, they were great to work with and very helpful.
- Thank you Leo Verdugo, you were a great help (Irvington location).
- Safford and Clinton office staff are considered very helpful, thank you for always being ready to assist. You are a pleasure to work with.
- Thanks to Heidi and the staff at the Craycroft office in Tucson for their assistance with job interviews in the office, as well as referring clients. Job well done!
DERS Very Own Success Story

Some of you may know him as one of the IT guys. Maybe you have spoken to him because you’re locked out of Windows or needed updates. Or you may have met him in your office while upgrading your Resource Room PCs. Let us tell you his story...

George Lechner worked for many years with John C. Lincoln Hospital. To compensate for the changes in the workplace George started taking college classes at Glendale & Rio Salado Community Colleges. There, he achieved his CompTIA A+ Computer Repair Certification and took Cisco Networking and Security classes. With the change in management, George found himself looking for work. Like many people at the time, in the middle of the great recession, finding employment became the job.

During this time, Windows went through several changes. Windows 7 took the place of Vista and it seemed like every company out there wanted only Windows 7. Though George searched for employment and even went on several interviews, there was still no success. With no Windows 7 experience George was never offered employment.

After an extended amount of time George, wanting to keep his “dreams alive”, attended a Goodwill Job Fair in November of 2012. At the job fair, George was able to speak to a Computer Skills Institute Representative. From this discussion he learned about the WIA Grants and the One Stop Workforce Connection. George was able to sign up for the S.O.A.R. program. With persistence and dedication, George was able to attend a workshop earlier than originally planned. After successful completion of the S.O.A.R program, George received his certificate of completion but before any funding could be granted, George had to research schools, books and tuition costs.

Having completed the required research, George successfully gained funding and was able to take his first course in Windows 7 at Rio Salado Community College, as well as a second course in CompTIA Network + Certification at the Computer Skills Institute. Through hard work and diligence George continued his search for employment.

Having not been employed since December 2011, George was finally offered and accepted a position with DERS Employment Administration’s IT Sections LAN Team. He has been with EA LAN for over a year now and has been a great asset to our section.

In true George fashion, he is continuing his studies to become CompTIA Network + and Security + Certified.

For the next few months George and the EA LAN team will be working on the Resource Room PC refresh project throughout Arizona. Give the LAN Team high five’s for their hard work and a job well done.
FAQs
Q = Question/issue
A = Answer

Q: HOW TO REASSIGN A CLIENT’S OFFICE WHEN IT SAYS “OPEN ADMIN OFFICE”?
A: For ES requests send to the +ESACustomerSupportServices@azdes.gov. For WIA requests send to the EA-WIA@azdes.gov. Include Client’s name, Part ID and office to be changed to.

Q: WHAT TO DO WHEN A CLIENT CLICKS ON A JOB ORDER AND A BLANK PAGE APPEARS?
A: The blank page appears because you are exiting the secured AZ Job Connection website. Depending on your browser you will see a type of security message asking you if you want to proceed. If you choose to proceed, the job order will display in a new window.

Q: HOW TO DENY AN ADULT APPLICATION IF A CLIENT IS DULLY ENROLLED AS AN OLDER YOUTH AND ADULT?
A: If the Adult enrollment is in a pending status, then the staff assigned to approve pending enrollments can deny it and work the older youth application.

Q: WHAT IS THE PROPER DATE TO USE FOR ENROLLMENT AND ELIGIBILITY WHEN A CLIENT IS ENROLLED IN THE SYSTEM ON 12/20 BUT PAPERWORK WAS NOT COMPLETED AND SIGNED UNTIL THE 28TH?
A: You would use the eligibility date of the 28th.

Q: WHAT TO DO WHEN A WIA CLIENT WILL NOT EXIT?
A: Look for any additional services which will extend the date, including ES, TAA, RES/REA, Participant Entered Self-Service Activity, and Job Referrals. The enrollment will close 90 days after no services are entered from any program.
Top stories in this newsletter

AJC Move to Kansas

We want to share some exciting news! The near future is here, America’s Job Link Alliance (AJLA) will now be hosting the AJC application with a Go Live date of April 14th. What does this mean for Arizona? It means that we will have the latest releases as soon as AJLA-T5 uploads them. Any mandatory changes to DOL reporting will be available more readily enhancing Arizona’s ability to accurately and timely provide federal reports to DOL. This also means any system issues can be corrected without unnecessary delays by the folks that have created the application.

On April 14th all of the changes we are raving about in this article will become available to you. In addition to the amazing New Resume Builder (detailed in 12.6 Highlights) we will now have a new link available to staff after logon with AJC’s Quick Start and User Guides that will be located under Training Resources as a flyout. The Guides will receive updates as changes occur in AJC as well.

Please read the AZ Job Connection Enhancements, it has been attached with this Newsletter and is a complete list of Enhancements that will be available after “Go Live”.

12.4 Special Highlights

In 12.4 many of the changes are Client, Employer and Reporting focused having added new job search capabilities, Client/Program/Enrollment note functions, and social sharing links for clients to share job listings. Staff can now track Employer approvals and denials, view closed job orders without reactivating them and when a casetracker updates an Employer record, the next page allows them to apply the update to Job Orders for that employer. A variety of reporting categories have been added that include Service Status Report to provide support for staff to keep the service status updated, Leveraged Funds that will accommodate and track leveraged funds and the Client Expenditure Report which can display all expenditures associated with the client. Several new Report 8 selections have been added too.

12.5 Special Highlights

In 12.5 the changes are concentrated mainly on the TAA Payment system. Changes to FiscalLink-TAA include a new Budget Status Sheet (BSS), a new participant payment screen, new Region Admin payment screen, and a new vendor payment screen. The new payment screens are for TAA only and will mirror changes to TAA budget to show FY totals by Quarters. TAA Obligations Report, TAA Participant Budget, and TAA Payment Query have been added to allow Budget to breakdown/show FY amounts by FY. Several changes to ETP have been added as well. The Vendor ID name is ETP Provider Details page has been extended from 9 to 20. For Providers the “Accredited by” field have been lengthened also.

12.6 Special Highlights

12.6 Release deals mostly in correcting minor errors and additional user search capabilities. The best of all is the New Resume Builder tested and approved of by Jobseekers and Employers. There are many exciting functions within the new Resume Builder among them are the “no limitations” to the amount of resumes created, uploaded or in active status. Clients can preview their resume at any time during creation as well as build resumes specific to a job title. Our client’s talents are listed and with just the click of the mouse, clients can check off what talent to be added to the resume that relates to their job title. This ability extends to other sections of resume builder. The user can choose what education, job titles and work experience they want displayed on the resume. The amount of time they want the resume to be active in AJC. After all of the choices have been made, Resume Builder reviews the data entries and makes suggestions for corrections. Resume Builder has so many great capabilities they cannot all be listed here. It is highly recommended that our clients take the virtual training to learn all of the great options.